Have you heard the buzz?
Sandmeyer Steel Company Completes the Installation of an Integrated Bandsaw Cutting Center, Combining Higher Quality with Reliable Sandmeyer Service.

- Better edge quality than plasma cut product.
- Tighter tolerances for closer net shape and reduced finishing.
- Virtually eliminates taper for square and consistent cross sections and corners.
- Eliminates heat-affected zone for easier subsequent machining or finishing.

- 15 million pounds of Stainless Steel and Nickel Alloy plate in stock.
- Multiple cutting processes, including bandsaw, abrasive water jet, and plasma under one roof.
- Outstanding commitment to responsive and reliable customer service.
- Family owned and operated since our inception in 1952.

At Sandmeyer Steel Company, it's about cutting steel, not corners.™

Contact a Sandmeyer Sales Professional at (800) 523-3663, email us at Bandsaw@SandmeyerSteel.com, or visit us at www.Bandsaw-Cutting.com for more information.